2016 Dental Cabinetry Colors
Standard Work Surface Colors
Wilsonart® H.D. (High Definition) Laminate
Standard Work Surface for E-Series, D-Series, ECO-Sys, and Ortho-Sys

For other Non-Standard
Laminate Work Surface Colors, please contact the factory for applicable up-charge
and availability.

Crystalline Braun

Bainbrook Grey

Bella Capri

Luna Winter

Deepstar Glaze

Salentina Argento

Salentina Grigio

Silver Travertine

Printed colors may vary from
the actual final product. For
maximum fidelity, please see
actual samples, to ensure
proper color match and
image size.

WilsonartHD® High Definition Laminate, a laminate like you've never seen before. It is all about drama and surprise —
deep, luxurious looks that intrigue the eye and welcome the fingertips, delighting from the first moment.
WilsonartHD® is also three times more wear-resistant than the industry standard for high pressure countertop laminate.
It’s a luxury surface that people can really live, work and play with. Highly resistant to scuffing and impact, WilsonartHD
is nonporous — there’s no need for sealing and re-sealing as with other, more costly materials.
There has never been a look like this before. Twenty-first century science and design have come together to create totally
new laminate surfaces that challenge easy description or comparison.

LG Hausys HI-MACS® Solid Surface
Upgrade for E-Series, D-Series, ECO-Sys, and Ortho-Sys

Almond

Allspice Quartz

Mocha Granite

Alpine White

Platinum Granite

Armadillo

Sea Oat Quartz

Desert Sand

Trail Gray

Graphite Granite

Vanilla Sugar

Merino

White Quartz

LG Hausys HI-MACS Solid Surface is a half-inch thick, 100% acrylic based product that is solid, nonporous, and does not require
sealing. Solid Surface is naturally resistant to heat, mold, mildew, and most stains. Solid Surface has been NSF® food preparation
approved, which makes it ideal for a wide range of environments from healthcare facilities, hospitality locations, to educational
institutions, and beyond.
®

For other Non-Standard Solid Surface Colors, please contact the factory for applicable up-charge and availability.
Printed colors may vary from the actual final product. For maximum fidelity, please see actual samples, to ensure proper color match and image size.
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